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ERAU to play Daytona Cubs today
Nicole Axtell

Special to The Avion
The Embry-Riddle baseball team will take
on the Daytona Cubs on April 3. Game time
is set for 7:05 p.m., with President Dr. John
Johnson, Chancellor Dr. Tom Connolly and
Athletic Director Steve Ridder throwing
out the first pitches. The Eagles are excited
about the opportunity to play the Chicago
Cubs Single A team. The Eagles last took on
the Cubs in 2005 where they fell 7-6.
The Eagles are 28-6 overall and are undefeated at Sliwa Stadium, posting a 21-0
home record. They are also ranked No. 23
in the latest NAIA poll. The Eagles have
gotten a variety of contributions that have
led to their outstanding season so far. Senior
Brian Letko has been the most dependable
starter, posting a 6-1 record with a 2.37 ERA
in 11 appearances this season.
Newcomer Jordan Roberts has also
impressed both in relief and as a starter,
with a 2.09 ERA and a 6-2 record so far.
Kyle Albright has proved versatile, making 13 appearances out of the bullpen and

notching two saves to go with his 2.66 ERA.
Chris Maloney has also split time between
the bullpen and being a spot starter, hurling
a no-hitter against Georgetown (Ky.) on
March 10.
At the plate, the Eagles are led by junior
Joshua Menchaca, who has stepped up as
the Eagles starting second baseman, is batting .444 for the season. Junior Colin Gray,
who was just named the NAIA player of the
week, is swinging the stick well batting .400
for the Eagles.
Senior Amadis Padilla is hitting well after
starting the season in a slump. He leads the
team in RBI (29) and is the only player that
has started in every game this year. Steven
Howard and Danny Martin lead the team in
stolen bases with 15 each. Consistent bats
off the bench include redshirt freshman
Branden Roper-Hubbert and freshman John
Prano, while Joey Lubonty is a speed threat
on the basepaths.
The Eagles have had some impressive
wins this season, most notably a 4-1 win
over Savannah College of Art & Design
back on February 17, where they beat Ryan
Pope, lauded as one of the best pitchers in

the country and a certain draft pick for some
major league team. A dramatic win came
over Siena Heights (Mich.) on March 6,
as Kyle Albright hit a walk-off homer with
two outs in the ninth to give ERAU a 9-7
win. The most important wins of the season
may have been against St. Xavier (Ill.) on
March 17. Down 8-2 after just two innings,
the Eagles slowly chipped away at the lead
as Branden Roper-Hubbert drove in the winning run in the bottom of the eighth inning.
This past Tuesday, the Eagles went up
to Flagler where they beat the Saints 4-3,
coming from behind once again in the ninth
inning with two outs and two strikes Senior
Michael Brady was able to keep the game
alive for the win.
It’s been a great season for the Eagles,
and while the game against the Daytona
Cubs won’t count in the standings, it will
be a great chance to see the Eagles play
against some future major leaguers, including former Notre Dame football star Jeff
Samardzija. Tickets will be sold at the gate
the night of the game. The special student
price for the event is $2, whereas regular
game tickets are $7.

Exec. candidates face off on the Flight Deck
PHOTO COURTESY NICOLE AXTELL

Players do crossdressing comedy

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

“LOVE, SEX & THE IRS” is a comedy about two roommates who have been lying
on their tax returns. When the IRS drops by to investigate, the pair has to pretend
they are married - and Leslie (right) has to pretend to be a woman.
Jonathan Mettin
Editor-in-Chief

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

THE TWO EXECUTIVE TICKETS participated in the annual debate, which occurred last Wednesday on the Flight
Deck. The Clapper ticket (top) is running on a slogan of “Driving the Change, Setting the Standard,” while the Kumar
ticket’s platform is “Reconnecting the SGA to the Student Body.” For a list of all SGA candidates, see page A8.

So Kate is fooling around with Leslie. Kate
is engaged to Leslie’s roommate Jon. Jon is
telling the IRS that Leslie is his wife. And
that’s just the first five minutes.
Trying to describe “Love, Sex & the IRS,”
the spring production of the Riddle Players, is
like trying to figure out the next plot twist in
the play – next to impossible. Take the above
three characters, throw in a few drunks, some
cross-dressing and some lovers’ quarrels,
and you have two hours of some of the most
oddball comedy that has ever taken the IC
Auditorium stage.
The play opens with Leslie and Kate (played

by Frank Arban and DBCC’s Jackie Windle,
respectively) having their affair before the
unsuspecting Jon (Roland Nuñez) comes
home. Jon receives a phone call from the IRS
that one of their representatives will be coming over to check up on the married couple.
Please see “PLAYERS,” page A2
CORRECTION
In last week’s article “Icarus reaches
40 miles, Mach 4.04,” the launch time
was erroneously listed as 6:15 p.m. The
rocket actually launched at 6:15 a.m.
The Avion regrets the error.

Administration lowers tuition for summer classes
Mijeong Yoon

Comics Editor
With some student government (SGA)
lobbying, the tuition rate has been reduced
for the 2007 summer. The summer tuition
is now lowered to $895 per credit, from the
previous published cost of $1,020.
It is done in part as an encouragement
for students to take summer classes but
also to help reduce the overall degreeassociated debt.
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As one of the goals of current SGA
executive board, lead by Nate Clapper, the
summer tuition amount was argued at the
faculty senate meeting because the initial
summer tuition was rated much higher in
comparison to the block tuition rate offered
in the Fall and Spring terms. Therefore, in
early March, a vote was passed to lower
the tuition for the summer for all ERAU
students.
“If students do the math and really examine the costs of their Embry-Riddle education – not just term to term, but also over

the four or five years each student is living
here – they will realize that these seemingly small cost-cutting measures taken by
the administration can add up over the long
haul,” said Dr. James Cunningham who is
the Assistant Provost.
This is only offered for the summer
and will not be extended for the regular semester. However, according to Dr.
Cunningham, the regular semester’s tuition
blocks will cover 18 credit hours, up from
16 credit hours, for those students with 3.0
or higher CGPA, with options to extend

that further if approved by the program
coordinator. The only requirement is that
it is only available to students who are in
sophomore or higher standing and meet the
CGPA requirement.
When asked if this adjustment is associated with the four-day classes per week, Dr.
Cunningham responded that it is not. Other
universities in the country have transitioned
to the four-day summer schedule, so the
university decided to try it for 2007. Some
courses, however, will still be taught on the
five-day schedule, like physics class, flight

TV character Speaker offers Microsoft
inspiration for insights on
engineer to
airport drones mental illness board ISS
Aeronautica, A10

Campus News, A2

lab and its associated ground schooling.
This trial is in part to help students with
jobs to get more opportunities for income
but also to help the university cut costs for
electrical power usage, staff vacation time
and more. Dr. Cunningham also indicated
that many staff and faculty are looking
forward to the new summer schedule and
its results.
“The smart scholar will take advantages
of every opportunity to save money along
the way and thus reduce the debt at the
end,” said Dr. Cunningham.

SGA should stop their
complaining, tuck in their
shirts and serve the students

Space Tech., A11 Opinions, A7
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Speaker explores depression
By students, for students.
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Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University Honors Program, in partnership with Tau Beta Rho, brought
Dr. Elliot Valenstein to campus last
Wednesday as the finale of the 200607 Honors Speakers Series.
Valenstein, a Professor Emeritus
at the University of Michigan, spoke
to a crowd of students and members
of the Daytona Beach community
about the history, evolution and possible futures of mental illnesses,
specifically depression. He served
in World War II, holds many honorary degrees, has been published and
honored in many journals, and even
spent six months in Soviet Russia in
the early 1960s.
The
lecture,
titled
“The
Biochemical Theories of Mental
Illness: What Should We Really
Believe?” concentrated on medical
and societal perceptions of different mental conditions in the past
50 years.
But throughout the 70-minute lec-

ture and a question-answer period
almost half again as long, two
themes continued to surface: first,
despite all the advances in technology medicine in the past years,
researcher’s still do not know what
causes or how to completely cure
depression on a wide basis; and second, despite this fact, pharmaceutical companies and the psychiatric
industry continue to push medication and chronic treatment for these
conditions.
At this point, it bears repeating
a disclaimer that Valenstein gave
many times throughout the lecture.
He believes that there is a good
chance that medical, physical treatments are helpful in treating depression and other mental illnesses. That
having been said, however, society’s
grasp on the actual mechanisms
of how these medications work is
severely limited, and this caveat
must be applied to Valenstein’s
interpretation of pharmaceutical
commercials and advertisements.
The lecture covered the use of different drugs throughout history, and
how they were happened upon (they

were never developed internationally until only recently). Valenstein
gave a basic history of serotonin, the
neurotransmitter that was believed
to be tied into depression, and how
myths about it have been dispelled in
the past few years. He continued by
giving personal experiences about
the pharmaceutical industry and
certain ad techniques used by wellknown companies that aim to help
themselves based on incomplete
data or selective interpretation.
This lecture was the fifth and
final lecture in the Honors Speakers
Series this school year, a series that
has included lectures on topics from
the future of water in the state to
Apollo 13 astronaut Fred Haise.
Dr. Geoffrey Kain, director of the
Honors program, said that this year
of the program was quite successful
in its primary mission, to promote
the Honor’s program to the community, but also that it brought a degree
of well-roundedness to the school
and the community at large. By
selecting speakers that are educated
and educating, though not necessarily members of the Aerospace

Women in Aviation Day returns
Press Release

Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.
More than 400 female middleschool students from Volusia County
will learn about aviation and aerospace at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University’s annual Women in
Aviation Day program, to be held
Tuesday, April 17.
The girls, along with school counselors, will participate in activities
designed to educate and motivate
them to pursue careers in aviation and
aerospace.
The program begins at 9:30 a.m.
and ends at 1 p.m. Due to renovations of Embry-Riddle’s ICI Center,
Daytona Beach Community College
has generously provided its L. Gale

Lemerand Center as the venue for this
year’s event.
The morning starts with an activities fair, where the students will take
part in navigation exercises and in
airplane, flight, and robotics simulations. Awards and prizes for all eligible participants will be provided
by the National Coalition for Aviation
Education, Shores Resort and Spa,
and the following restaurants: Bubba
Gump Shrimp Co., Maria Bonita,
Panera Bread-Port Orange, and Red
Tails.
Also during Women in Aviation
Day, the students will have the chance
to ask a panel of current EmbryRiddle students and alumnae of the
university about their experiences
while at school and since graduating
and working in the industry.

The guest speaker will be Marja
Brandon, who has spent 20 years as a
teacher, administrator, and consultant
at various independent schools. In
2000, she helped establish the Seattle
Girls’ School, a private middle school
that emphasizes science, math, and
technology. Throughout her career,
Brandon has been guided by educational principles that value social
justice and diversity and promote a
powerful connection between student-centered learning, high expectations, and self-esteem. She holds
degrees from Wellesley College and
Harvard University Graduate School
of Education.
The day will end with the
announcement of the results of the
Women in Aviation/Aerospace Essay
Competition. The first-place winner,

chosen from nearly 100 entrants, will
receive free enrollment in the Flight
Exploration Camp operated by EmbryRiddle’s Summer Academy, worth
nearly $1,000. The runner-up will
receive a full scholarship to the Girl
Scouts GEMS (Girls Exploring Math
and Science) summer camp, valued at
$200, sponsored by Embry-Riddle’s
NASA Means Business Team through
the College of Arts and Sciences and
the Office of the President. The thirdplace prize is a package to Daytona
Lagoon water park.
Support for the event is provided
by Embry-Riddle’s Admissions
Office. For more information, contact Amy Fugere at (386) 226-6113
or amy.fugere@erau.edu, or James
Wasilewski at (386) 226-6104 or
james.wasilewski@erau.edu.

New scholarship for Army cadets
Press Release

Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University and its Army ROTC
(Reserve
Officers
Training
Corps) detachment are pleased
to announce the establishment of
the Embry-Riddle Army ROTC
Endowed Scholarship Fund in
memory of U.S. Army Capt.
Herbert C. Crosby.
Capt. Crosby died in a crash in
the Republic of Vietnam while

serving as a helicopter pilot with
the 1st Aviation Brigade during the
Vietnam War. He had been listed
as missing in action along with
three other crewmembers since
January 1970. Crosby’s remains
were officially identified in 2006
and returned to the United States
for interment at Arlington National
Cemetery in May 2007.
His sister, Mary Lou Wade of
Titusville, Fla., and other family and friends created the Crosby
Army ROTC Fund to honor his
selfless dedication to our nation.

“The scholarships are a living
acknowledgment of my brother’s
service and are meant to inspire
and encourage students pursuing
an academic degree at EmbryRiddle’s Daytona Beach campus
while also participating in the
Army ROTC program,” said
Wade.
She added that scholarship
awardees will be asked to write
a short essay reflecting their personal commitment to service to the
nation, so that her brother’s legacy
is revived each time a scholarship

Up Til Dawn’s Finale Event
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is awarded in his name.
“We intend to make an annual
scholarship award announcement
during the fall semester for award in
the spring semester,” said Lt. Col.
Michael Schaefer, Army ROTC
Professor of Military Science at
Embry-Riddle. “Awardees must be
in good standing for both academic
and Army ROTC standards and be
eligible or on track to achieve a
commission in a component of
the U.S. Army upon completion
of their studies. Eligible students
will be selected by the University
Scholarship Committee.”
According to Wayne Munson,
Executive Director of Alumni
Relations
at
Embry-Riddle,
Capt. Crosby’s sister has specified that students with financial
need receive top priority for the
scholarships. “Contributions to
the fund will assist in growing the
opportunities for scholarly support
to more Army ROTC students at
Embry-Riddle,” Munson said.
Donations to the Crosby Army
ROTC Fund can be mailed to:
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University
Office of Development
600 S. Clyde Morris Blvd.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
(Please note on check: “Crosby
Army ROTC Scholarship.”)
For more information, contact
Wayne Munson at (386) 226-7600
or wayne.munson@erau.edu.
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community, the students of EmbryRiddle gain a chance to expand their
horizons and gain a more complete
education, Kain said.
Next year’s program already has
four confirmed speakers on another
range of subjects, and Kain hopes to
have a fifth locked in soon.

NICOLE TITUS/AVION

RAISING OVER $23,000 FOR St. Jude Children’s Hospital, the Up Til Dawn organization held its
Finale Event on Friday night. One student, Joseph Fullwood (right) received a semester of free
tuition in a raffle. Above, Up Til Dawn president, Danny Polimeni (left) presents the award.

Upon being questioned by Leslie
and Kate, Jon admits that he has been
lying on the roommates’ tax returns,
claiming that Leslie was a woman and
that the two were married.
Rather than admitting defeat, Jon
concocts a scheme to fool the IRS
agent by having Leslie dress up like
a woman. What could possibly go
wrong? A lot.
For starters, the IRS agent (Alec
Mathews) shows up several hours
early. Then the apartment manager
(Ryan Dineen) makes a few housecalls. Then Jon’s mother (Samantha
Dumont) drops by. Later, Leslie’s
girlfriend (Dianna Hite-Smith) comes
along. Now add in the fact that the
first three become hopelessly drunk
as the plot progresses, and a recipe for
disaster (and hilarity) ensues.
Unlike most previous performances, the Riddle Players are only
performing four shows – Friday and
Saturday last week and Monday and
Tuesday this week. All shows are at 7:
30 in the IC Auditorium, and admission is free with an Eagle Card.

SPORTS
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Albright has monster weekend vs. EWC
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
— Senior shortstop Michael Brady
had three hits and three RBI as No.
23 Embry-Riddle toppled Edward
Waters 14-4 in FSC action at Sliwa
Stadium.
Colin Gray extended his hitting
streak to 13 games with a single in
the first to help the Eagles win their
12th consecutive game and remain
undefeated at home on the season
(22-0).
The Tigers (12-20, 0-8 FSC) drew
first blood in the first, thanks to RBI
hits from Charles Thomas and Kyle
Hyatt, and though the Eagles would
respond in the bottom half on RBI
singles from Amadis Padilla and
Kyle Albright, the Tigers took the
lead back in the second inning.
Shane Younts’ double to left scored
Bryan Joseph, and the Tigers, yet to
win an FSC game, seemed to have
the Eagles on their heels.
ERAU (29-6, 7-3 FSC) scored
five times in the second to take the
lead for good, as the Eagles sent 10
men to the plate. Brady’s single to
left brought in two, and Padilla and
Colin Gray also drove in a run in the
decisive inning.
Edward Waters closed to within

7-4 in the fourth with an RBI single
from Younts, but four runs in the
fifth and three more in the seventh
allowed the Eagles to win via the
mercy rule for the 11th time this
season.
Chris Maloney (5-1) came on in
relief of starter Steven Otterness,
and pitched three and two-thirds
innings of scoreless relief. Otterness
went the first three and one-thirds,
allowing six hits.

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
Junior Kyle Albright capped a phenomenal weekend by batting 4-for-6
with two homers and six RBI as No.
23 Embry-Riddle swept a doubleheader from Edward Waters 6-0 and
17-3 on Saturday afternoon.
Albright finished the weekend
6-for-10 with 10 RBI as the Eagles
(31-6, 9-3 FSC) moved into a tie
for second place in the Florida Sun
Conference with No. 19 Warner
Southern.
In the opener, Brian Letko (7-1)
was outstanding, allowing only a
third inning single to Mo Turknett
and striking out eight. EmbryRiddle got the ball rolling early in
their half of the first - consecutive
singles from Steven Howard and
Chris Trappy were followed by
Padilla getting hit by a pitch, and

Albright put the 1-1 offering from
Bryan Joseph in left field for a
grand slam. Colin Gray would follow suit with his third homer of the
year, and the scoring was complete
with Trappy’s sacrifice fly in the
fourth.
Letko cruised, retiring the final 13
batters of the game and allowed only
two other runners to reach base.
In the nightcap, Embry-Riddle
sent 17 batters to the plate in the
third inning, scoring 12 times to
blow open a tie game. The Tigers
(12-22, 0-10 FSC)scored single
runs in the first and second innings
courtesy of a pair of Embry-Riddle
errors, but a barrage of hits quickly
put the game away. Trappy, Michael
Brady and John Prano each drove
in two runs in the inning, while
Brandon Decker, Gray, Howard,
Padilla, and Albright drove in single
runs. Albright’s second homer of the
day came in the fourth inning, and
Joshua Menchaca also drove in a
pair of runs with a single to right.
Jordan Roberts (7-1) pitched the
first four innings, and Paul Cinder
followed with an inning of relief.
The Eagles will head to
Jackie Robinson Stadium to
take on the Daytona Cubs on
Tuesday, and will head to Warner
Southern for a crucial FSC series
this coming weekend.

Track breaks school
records at FSU Relays
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Middle
distance athletes highlighted the
Embry-Riddle men’s and women’s
track teams’ performances as the
Eagles wrapped up competition at
the FSU Relays hosted by Florida
State University. Saturday’s action
saw records fall in both the men’s
and women’s 800m and 1,500m
events.
Sophomore Beth McCubbin
improved on her personal best
in the 800m in an ERAU record
2:14.83, bettering the record she
set in that event last season by two
seconds. McCubbin’s time put her
in third place overall and qualified her for the Outdoor National
Championships according to the
NAIA’s “A” standard.
McCubbin also lowered the school
record in the 1,500m. The two-time
All-American raced to a 4:48.02 and
just missed qualifying for nationals
by two seconds.
Freshman Alex Salinas also put up
personal bests in the middle distance
events with a 2:19.74 in the 800m
and a 1,500m time of 4:52.10.
Sophomore Chris Chidgey finished third in the 800m on the men’s
side, bettering the school record he
set a year ago. Chidgey’s 1:54.70
800m time also met the NAIA’s “B”
standard.
Eric Ngeny and Corey Grafe also
posted personal bests in the 800m
run, crossing in 1:55.77 and 1:55.78,
respectively.
Ngeny and Chidgey followed up
their 800m performances with per-

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

KYLE ALBRIGHT WENT 4-FOR-6 on Saturday with six RBIs and two home runs to help the Eagles
sweep the Tigers 6-0 and 17-3. On Friday Embry-Riddle beat Edward Waters 14-4.

Men’s golf preps for day three

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

BETH MCCUBBIN POSTED A 2:14.83 in the 800 meter at the FSU
Relays, a personal best and a new ERAU record. The performance
was good enough for third overall and qualified her for nationals.
sonal-best times in the 1,500m run.
Ngeny shaved seven seconds off the
time he turned in a week ago with
a program-record 4:00.44, while

Chidgey recorded a 4:13.24.
Next on the Eagles’ schedule is
the Pepsi Florida Relays, hosted by
the University of Florida on Apr. 6.

Women take second at Bash
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
– Embry-Riddle freshman Albane
Flamant took home individual
medalist honors to lead the secondranked Embry-Riddle women’s golf
team to a No. 2 finish at the Bash
at the Beach Tournament, Sunday
at the Daytona Beach Golf Club’s
South Course. The tournament,
hosted by the Central Florida Sports
Commission, featured 11 teams,
including five teams ranked among
the NAIA’s Top 25.
Flamant followed up her oneunder performance on Saturday with
a 72 on Sunday to finish even at 142
on the 5,823-yard, Par 71 course.
Heading into the final round,
the Eagles held a five-stroke lead
over Daytona Beach Community
College. But the Falcons closed the
day with a 287 to finish with a 36hole total of 593 to take home the
team title. ERAU carded a 294 on
day two, recording the program’s
first sub-300 total, to take second
place with a two-day total of 595.
Shorter (609), No. 7 Berry (622) and
No. 23 Lindenwood (642) rounded
out the top five.
Sophomore Tara Allen matched
Flamant’s day one performance
with a 70 to finish sixth overall at
148 (78-70). Anna Haller carded
back-to-back 75s to finish in a threetie for seventh at 150. Jocelyn Dunn
(78-77=155) and Autumn Gee (7879=157) rounded out the Eagles’
scoring, placing 18th and tied for

ADAM WRIGHT/AVION

Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C — Andy
Castro and Nathan Hellwege each
shot a 67 as the Embry-Riddle
men’s golf team closed out the
second day of competition at the
Camp LeJeune Intercollegiate on
Saturday.
During the first two days of the
three-day tournament, studentathletes are paired with retired or

active duty members of the Marine
Corps. The tournament is played on
two courses, with each team playing one round on the Scarlet course
and one round on the Gold course.
The top half of the field then plays
the third round on the tougher Gold
course.
As a team, the Eagles carded
a 278 on the 5,911-yard, Par 70
Scarlet course on Saturday.
“We had a nice two-under round
today,” head coach Maria Lopez
observed. “I thought the pair of 67’s

from Andy and Nathan would pull
us into the championship round.
Unfortunately we missed it by a
couple of shots. So tomorrow our
drive will be to capture the consolation championship and improve
our scoring. Our team dug deep,
and I believe their disappointment
of not making the championship
flight will propel them tomorrow
and during regionals.”
The Eagles will play in the
consolation round of the tournament on Sunday.

AROUND THE FSC
BASEBALL
�

ADAM WRIGHT/AVION

ALBANE FLAMANT LED ALL players with an even-par 142, going
one under Saturday and one over Sunday. The team as a whole finished second behind DBCC.
21st, respectively.
“I’m awfully proud of the women’s team setting two back-to-back
school records and just really finding
their groove for postseason play,”

head coach Maria Lopez said.
The Eagles will use the next
two weeks to prepare for the FSC/
Regional Championships at the Lake
Wales Country Club Apr. 15-16.

STANDINGS
1. St. Thomas Bobcats
(10-2 FSC, 29-8 overall)
2. (tie) Embry-Riddle Eagles
(9-3 FSC, 31-6 overall)
Warner Southern Royals
(9-3 FSC, 21-15 overall)
4. SCAD Bees
(7-5 FSC, 20-17 overall))
5. Webber International Warriors
(5-7 FSC, 20-16 overall)
6. Northwood Seahawks
(4-8 FSC, 19-21 overall)
7. Florida Memorial Lions
(2-8 FSC, 8-22 overall
8. Edward Waters Tigers
(0-10 FSC, 12-22 overall)

�
The Warriors and the Seahawks split a
doubleheader. Northwood’s Cory Cooke went
3-for-4 with five RBI in game one to lead the
Seahawks to an 8-6 victory, while the Warriors took
game two 3-1.
� St. Thomas continued its winning ways with a
shutout sweep of the Lions, taking out FMU 12-0
and 7-0 to extend their winning streak to 14.
� Warner and SCAD split a doubleheader 1-0 and
1-5. Four of SCAD’s five runs in game two were

scored in the first inning.
SOFTBALL
�

STANDINGS
1. SCAD Bees
(9-1 FSC, 24-1 overall)
2. St. Thomas Bobcats
(6-2 FSC, 13-3 overall)
3. Warner Southern Royals
(7-5 FSC, 17-15 overall)
4. Northwood Seahawks
(4-4 FSC, 17-17 overall)
5. Webber International Warriors
(6-8 FSC, 20-14 overall)
6. Edward Waters Tigers
(0-12 FSC, 0-20 overall)

� SCAD’s Meghan Temple pitched two complete
games (one with extra innings) in one day to lead
the Bees to a 4-2, 3-2 sweep of the Bobcats.
Temple is now 10-0 for the year.
� The day before, the Bees and Seahawks split
a doubleheader 5-13 and 9-0. Northwood became
the first team to beat the Bees this year, capitalizing
on nine SCAD errors. SCAD roared back in game
two behind Brittany Kelley, who scored the Bees’
first run in the second inning then drove in the other
eight with a pair of grand slams, making her only
the second person in NAIA history to hit two grand
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SGA Adopts-a-Road

The Avion, April 3, 2007

Campus construction
Soo Chern

Student Representative
Starting Spring ‘07, there have
been some noticeable changes to the
hours in computer labs on campus.
LB 172 which used to be a 24 hours
lab was converted into a classroom
to accommodate more classes while
C-lab was converted into a 24 hours
lab to replace LB 171 and 172. With
that in effect, the availability of
workstations in the Lehman Building
has decreased both during the day
and nighttime. Also, with LB 172 as
a classroom, it may be a hassle for

students who wish to work on their
New computers will be purchased
CATIA projects.
to replace those in LB 171
Realizing the fact that
and LB 132, and CATIA
the decrease in computwill also be installed in
ers would inconvenient
LB 171 computers. Apart
students, SGA has been
from that, starting April
working with IT to hope2, LB 171 and LB 172
fully increase lab hours in
hours have been extended
LB 171 and 172 as well
to 6am instead of 11pm
as to get CATIA installed
on weekdays. C-lab still
on the workstations in
remains as a 24 hours lab.
Soo
LB 171. Thanks to the IT
SGA would like to thank
Chern Yap
Department’s cooperation
the IT Department, espeand willingness to help
cially Joseph Mondello
the student body, we can Student Rep. and Gary Kelley for their
expect some very good
kind assistance in making
progress done in the near future.
these changes work.

TFO, Traditions spring event
val-like games, cotton candy, snow
cones, and other carnival events.
TFO President
Order of Omega is planning to have
“Ooze-ball,” which is sure to be a
With weeks left in the Spring muddy volleyball experience. While
2007 Semester, Task Force One the pool will not be able to be used
(TFO) will give students another as it was last year that will not stop
opportunity to relax and
the party that will happen
hang out with friends at
on the West Lawn. TFO
this year’s Block Party on
will feature a four-person
April 14th from noon to 3:
inflatable jousting oppor00 pm. Coming off the
tunity, very similar to the
momentum of a highly
inflatable obstacle course
attended Winter Palooza
TFO rented last semester,
which featured free food,
making the Block Party
an inflatable obstacle
a perfect opportunity to
course and a raffle, TFO
battle those suitemates,
will stop at nothing to
roommates or friends
Bryan
ensure this semester’s
who have just been drivDietz
event is better than the
ing you crazy. TFO will
last.
TFO President also have free BBQ that
This year’s Spring
will be offered to all stuSplash at the Block Party
dents on campus that day.
will once again be a large party with Hamburgers, hot dogs and chips will
Traditions, ERRSA and the Order of be provided to those hungry students
Omega all participating in this event. eager to save a meal plan. TFO will
ERRSA will be having many carni- also debut the largely anticipated
Bryan Dietz

PHOT O COURTESY YAN HATTAN

AT THE BEGINNING OF this semester the Environmental Awareness Committee of the Student
Representative Board adopted the Bellevue Extension road on the South side of the airport to
clean up once a month.

SGA Suggestion Box installed
Ankit Nanda

Student Representative

How many times have you had an
idea that you would like to have had
implemented to the university, but

were not sure where to submit it?
Now the SGA would like to present
the new “SGA Suggestion Boxes”,
which shall be placed all over campus for your convenience.
Whenever you have a idea,
suggestion or complaint that you

PHOTO COURTESY ANKIT NANDA

would like the Student Government
Association to look into, just feel
free to fill in one of our suggestion
forms. These forms will be collected
once in every two weeks. You should
get your initial response to these in a
maximum of two weeks. We started
this project on a small scale, by
handing out suggestion forms on
International Day, in spring 2007.
This has been continued since then
in the form of suggestion forms next
to the coffee machine in the SGA.
With the amount of response that we
have received since then, we have
decided to make it a bigger project
and expand it all over the campus.
Initially you will find these boxes
in the following locations: Lehman
Building (Lab), Flight Line, COA
Building (lobby), Student Village
(outside the buffet) and McKay Hall
(Laundry Room).
I would like to thank everyone
who has filled in one of these forms
until now. I would like to assure
you that your suggestions are being
taken into serious consideration and
are being acted upon. I would also
like to encourage everyone else on
campus to help us make ERAU an
even better place. Please feel free
to voice your concerns to your SGA
and help us help you.

“TFO Balsa Wood Gliders.” Only a
limited number of gliders are available so be sure to stop by early to

“

TFO will stop at
nothing to ensure
this semester’s event
is better than last
- BRYAN DIETZ

”

pick up yours.
If you would like to be apart of the
planning process or have any questions about Task Force One, please be
sure to contact TFO President Bryan
Dietz at Bryan.Dietz@erau.edu
or stop by their meetings on
Mondays at 8:30pm. See you all at
the Block Party!
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Dietz, TFO set bar high Constitution Amendments
from holding events, to running this and other events put on by TFO,
weekly meetings, to working with Mulder said, “They have been able
SGA Editor
the different branches and divisions to hold outstanding events that have
of the SGA. He has accomplished drawn many first-year students and
Throughout the year we have often this not only by himself and his drive older students to participate and have
tried to highlight the efforts of certain for excellence, but also by allowing gone over very well!”
individuals who have gone above and his other executive board members to
For their spring event, TFO is
beyond their roles as leaders within participate as well as the TFO mem- currently working with Traditions to
SGA. One such person often found bers,” said Mulder.
plan yet another enjoyable campus
behind the scenes of more than a few
One of the intangibles that Dietz event.
successful events is Bryan Dietz. has realized and focused on this
One accomplishment specifically
Dietz is the President of
year has been his ability to worth noting is that of TFO’s attenTask Force One (TFO), the
transcend the workings of dance records this year. In 2005first year student leadership
his own organization and 2006, TFO averaged five to ten stuorganization created to give
combine their efforts with dents in attendance, whereas this year
first year students a voice
that of other organizations they have maintained twenty plus at
on campus as well as within
within SGA. Dietz is a each weekly meeting. Leaders of all
the SGA.
frequent at Representative campus organizations, specifically
This year the argument
Board meetings and various those of a volunteer nature can attest
can quite easily be made
committees. “He combines to the shear difficulty in motivating
that the voice of TFO and its
a thirst for knowledge with and retaining a staff for the entire
Bryan
strength have been as strong
the drive to make a differ- year, not to mention continuing that
Dietz
as ever seen. With a strong
ence, no matter how small organization’s excellence at the same
sense of leadership among
around him. His efforts time. “Through Bryan’s efforts, TFO
the general members, and TFO President have been
is
stronger
an even stronger executive
of
large
and
more
board, TFO has demonstrated its value,” said SGA
visible then
ability to lead on this campus. In the Vice President Shawn
in previous
Bryan is a fron-line
past, TFO has often been a shadow Storey.
years. He has
organization, with many members
His efforts alone
worked hard
fighter. He loves
filtering into respective divisions and reflect tremendously
to make sure
branches within the SGA as well as on TFO, and have
that people
to talk with the
other reputable organizations around gone far to further
are aware of
students
campus. However, this year TFO the image of the orgawhat TFO has
has often times come to the forefront nization. But of even
to offer and
- SHAWN STOREY
in leadership, stepping up from the more importance was
to keep his
shadows into the spotlight to head not in the individual
membership
many efforts to serve the students of efforts of Dietz but
base around
this university. Much of this success of his example. Nearly every TFO the entire year,” said Shawn Storey.
is a direct reflection of the leadership member can be seen in a contributory
If there is one ideal that encomand influence set forth by Dietz.
manner across campus whether it be passes Dietz’ overall style of lead“Differences in TFO are very clear serving as an at-large member on the ership and efforts, it has been in
to me, based on what I saw as the Representative Board or running in continually setting the bar higher. He
last Vice President of TFO. They an election for next year, TFO has puts service before self and is a major
have continued their high levels of truly made its mark.
advocate for students on this campus.
membership, with over twenty plus
To recap some of the tangible “Bryan is a front-line fighter. He
students attending each meeting and accomplishments of TFO this semes- loves to talk with the students, hear
many more helping out on events,” ter, their Winter-polooza was one of their issues and concerns and then
said Nate Mulder, former Vice presi- the most successful campus events take those concerns to the appropriate
dent of TFO.
this year, with three-hundred plus people so that they can be resolved,”
He has accomplished everything students in attendance. Speaking of said Storey.
Ryan Hattan

“

”

1.
Add Article IV, Section 1, Letter r
a.
Add: Have the power to create ad-hoc positions that will be subject to all the rules and regulations
set forth by this Constitution. A job description for
each ad-hoc position will be kept on file by the Student
Court.
2.
Change Article IV, Section 6, Letter d
a.
From: Approve an Elections Committee
Chair to conduct the SGA general Elections according to the Elections Committee Bylaws with a 2/3
approval of the total voting members of the SRB.
b.
To: In conjunction with the SFB, approve an
Elections Committee Chair with a 2/3 vote.
c.
Reason: This is just removing a conflict in
the Constitution
3.
Add Article IV, Section 7, Letter k
a.
Add: In conjunction with the SRB, approve
an Elections Committee Chair with a 2/3 vote.
b.
Reason: This is just removing a conflict in
the Constitution
4.
Changer Article VII, Section 8
a.
From: “I (name) do solemnly swear that I
will execute the office of (_) to the best of my ability. I shall faithfully represent the students of EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and I shall uphold the
Constitution of the Student Government Association.”
b.
To: “I, (state your full name), do solemnly
swear that I will faithfully execute the office of (state
name of office) of the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University Student Government Association in
accordance with the Constitution, Bylaws, and Code

of Conduct. I shall, to the best of my ability, faithfully represent those students who elected me to this
office.”
c.
Reason: The new oath is the one found in the
Student Court Bylaws and it is the one we have been
using. Also, this requires SGA Officials to swear to
follow the Code of Conduct.
5.
Change Article VII, Section 9, Letter c
a.
From: Should there at one time be a simultaneous vacancy of both the President and the VicePresident, the President position shall be filled by an
election within the SRB, SFB and Student Court, and
approved by a 2/3 vote of the SRB and SFB. The VicePresident position shall be filled according to subpart b
of this section.
b.
To: Should there at one time be a simultaneous vacancy of both the President and the VicePresident, the President position shall be filled by an
election within the SRB and SFB, and approved by
a 2/3 vote of the SRB and SFB. The Vice-President
position shall be filled according to subpart b of this
section.
c.
Reason: It was felt that the Court should not
have the right to vote/nominated candidates in order to
maintain their impartiality.
The amendment shall be adopted if, within two (2)
weeks of the vote, no petition for veto has been filed
with the Chief Justice. The petition for veto must
contain the signatures of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University students equal to twenty-five (25) percent
of the turn out in the last general election.

SGA meeting times and places
Ryan Hattan
SGA Editor

In an effort to inform students
of the happennings in SGA, specifically those running in elections
this week, we would like to send
an invite to the student body to
any and all of the SGA meetings.
Please feel free, and do not hesitate to attend any of the following
meetings.
MONDAY

Progress Committee: 5:15 p.m.
SGA office, TFO: 8:30 p.m. SGA
conference room
TUESDAY
Flightline
Satisfaction
Committee: 10:45 a.m. SGA conference room, Student Representative
Board: 12:45 p.m. Doolittle Annex
room 105, AE Student Advisory
Board: 5:30 p.m. SGA office, The
Avion: 7:00 p.m. I.C. 104, Eagles
FM: Every other Tuesday 8:00 p.m.
I.C. 103 (next meeting is April 10)
WEDNESDAY

Communication Committee: 5:
00 p.m. SGA conference room,
Safe Ride Committee: 5:00 p.m.
SGA office,
THURSDAY
Student Finance Board: 12:
45 p.m. SGA conference room,
Financial Aid ad hoc Committee:
1:00 p.m. Student Activities conference room, Environmental
Awareness Committee 2:15 p.m.
SGA conference, Constitution
Committee: 5:00 p.m., Touch-NGo 7:00 p.m. I.C. 103
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Bravo Navy basketball Inventors club gets charter
Neal Dunne
NROTC

Navy intramural basketball was
an exciting focal point for the battalion this semester.
Motivated midshipmen of the
Blue and Gold teams competed
against fierce contenders this
spring, making every game an
absolutely enticing event for all
spectators and players.
Using tenacious defense and
dynamic offense, both Navy Blue
and Gold teams put points on the
board to broadcast the commitment, enthusiasm and talent of
Embry-Riddle’s NROTC midshipmen.
For this season, the NROTC basketball intramural was composed
of two teams; Navy Gold and Navy

Blue. The Navy Gold team was
consisted of upper classmen. MIDN
Marcus Torres was the team captain
and had no problem bringing out
the natural talent of his players
which made Navy Gold the toughest opponent in the league. The
Navy Blue team consisted mostly
of underclassmen led by the team
captain. MIDN Rebecca Thomas.
Navy Blue was the hard-working
underdog team of the league. They
never ceased to amaze all with hidden abilities that were discovered
by improvised strategies and plays
during games. Fans and opponents
alike adored watching Navy Blue
coming together and delivering
fantastic performances on the court
while never holding back their
dedication, commitment and motivation for the game.
Talent, professionalism and an

all-around good time describes
the game play of Navy Gold. Like
Navy Blue, Navy Gold never let up
on the tenacity on the court. The
smooth clockwork plays that Navy
Gold brought to the game gave
them a fair advantage over other
teams which led to a successful season. Navy Gold finished the season
as Champions of Embry-Riddle’s
intramural basketball league.
Gold Team’s title was an exciting
part of battalion news this semester. They have set a new standard
for upcoming season’s players and
the Midshipmen athletes participating in other intramural sports.
The Midshipmen that went above
and beyond this semester with
outstanding performances in intramurals continue to build the positive reputation for the NROTC unit
within campus community.

Bo Pollett

Inventors Club
Can you build a safety restraint
that can protect an egg in an
out-of-control toy car speeding
toward a brick wall from impending doom? Want to give it a try?
Want to watch eggs (and various
melons) explode? Then there is a
new club on campus for you!
The inventors club has just been
chartered by ERAU.
This club boasts a series of

innovation events such as the
upcoming Egg-mobile Competition
on April 10th.
All are welcome to stop by our
general meeting this Tuesday evening at 6pm, in room A105 and
learn more. We will also be hosting
a fundraising dinner at Hooters on
Friday, April 20 at 6 p.m.
Members share information
and skills such as welding, composite and carbon fiber working,
prototyping design suggestions,
patent law, grant applications,
as well as advanced toolilng and

materials access.
Whether you are looking to
make a million dollars on your
breakthrough idea or just have
some fun thinking outside of the
box, this is just the group you’ve
been looking for.
The club is currently free to
everyone, and no commitment is
required.
All attendees to meetings sign a
non-disclosure agreement to protect intellectual property.
For more information, contact
Bo Pollett at polle825@erau.edu.

Theta Phi Alpha Seeks Sweetheart

AHP at Titusville airshow
Ivan Avendano

Alpha Eta Rho

Alpha Eta Rho was on hand at
the Space Coast Regional Airport
in Titusville, Florida for the 2007
TICO Valiant Air Command and
Warbird Air Show on March 17,
18, and 19.
This was the 30th year anniversary of the event held annually to fundraise for the Aviation
Scholarship Programs and the
Valiant Air Command Museum
Fund. The theme for this year’s
event was “Honoring America,”
and the show itself featured flight
demonstrations performed by aircraft from WWI to today’s modern
military aircraft.
The fraternity as a whole worked
diligently to provide an enjoyable experience for the entire
aviation community. The brothers
began their day placing barricades
throughout the entire airport to
allow spectators and the working
staff a safe passageway around
the airport. Soon, the brothers
split off into different directions to
handle the responsibilities placed
on them for the event.Some of
the brothers were responsible for
providing tickets and security

on both the eastern and western
entrances of the airport while
others were directing and organizing parking for both the handicap
and the general public. Golf karts
were utilized on several occasions to transport both the elderly
and fatigued to and from their
vehicles.
After the event was officially
declared over and the public began
their retreat from the air show, the
brothers of Alpha Eta Rho directed
the exiting traffic to the main
roadways about the airport. The
brothers then proceeded to remove
all barricades from the airport to
allow TIX an easy return to its
normal flight operations.Although
the air show was very successful
in raising funds for its cause, not
everything went according to plan
for this event.
On Friday, March 17th, former
Israeli Air Force pilot and Riddle
alumni, Eilon Krugman-Kadi lost
his life during his performance
in the air show flying his own
L-39 Albatross. The pilot had a
history with our university. He
graduated from Riddle in 1973
with a degree in Aeronautical
Studies. Kadi then attended the
University of Florida and graduated in 1977 with a Juris Doctorate

(Law Degree). He returned years
later to Embry-Riddle as a flight
instructor. Eilon lived the remainder of his life practicing aviation
law from his Gainesville estate and
opened up two more practices in
Jacksonville and Ormond Beach.
He sadly leaves behind his family
and friends who were in attendance
for this event.
All the brothers of Alpha Eta Rho
would like to thank the Warbird
Air Museum and the Valiant Air
Command for their years of support. We would also like to thank
everyone who attended this year’s
event from Embry-Riddle.
Lastly, the fraternity as a whole
would like to send our condolences
to the family and friends of Mr.
Eilon Krugman-Kadi as we will
never forget the performance he
gave that day.
For those of you interested in
seeing the event first hand next
year, here are some links for
you:
http://nbbd.com/festivals/
warbird/index.html 2007 Titusville
Air Show Official Homepage,
h t t p : / / w w w. v a c w a r b i rd s . o rg
Warbird Museum Homepage,
h t t p : / / w w w. a v - l a w. c o m /
EilonFr,ameset.html Website of
Eilon’s practice and more information about our lost alumni
Advertisement
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THE GIRLS OF THETA Phi Alpha would like to invite all those intersted in becoming their new
Sweetheart! They are having a Beach Party April 15 at the Sunsplash Park from 2-4 p.m. See a
sister for an application, which are due by April 13 at 5 p.m. in the club mailbox.

OPINIONS
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SGA officials should be held
to professional standards

A lot of hot topics have been
tackled by the SGA recently. The
student voice on the Board of
Trustees. The student facilities
fee. Dressing professionally. Wait,
what?
At Thursday’s general session, the SGA will be voting on
whether or not they will adopt a
code of conduct that contains such
controversial issues like looking
presentable, not giving out private
information and conducting themselves in a professional manner
during their office hours. You can
read the proposed code on the SGA
page from this week or last week.
Believe it or not, there is a very
good possibility that this will not
pass, because some officials of the
SGA believe that the SGA executives have no right to tell them
how to act and dress while they
are doing their job.
Oh, wait, one of the arguments
is that being an SGA official is

not a job. I suppose I should clear
that up first. You, as an SGA official, were voted in by the student
body, took an oath to serve the
student body, and are paid by
the student body. So if you don’t
believe this is a responsibility you
should be held to, I would kindly
ask you to resign, forfeit your
tuition voucher and turn in the
SGA polo that you don’t deserve
to wear.
That being said, I would like
to think that my SGA officials
ran more because they wanted
to represent the students and
less because they wanted the attendant tuition discount. Therefore,
they should represent me in a
manner that is professional. I hardly consider smelling like alcohol
or wearing incredibly short shorts
can qualify as looking professional.
To be fair, a lot of SGA members are totally behind this code
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Stand Up!

Corruption sees no colors

of conduct (kudos to Molly Mae
Potter for writing it up). At a special meeting to discuss the code,
the Student Court and several reps
affirmed that SGA should be held
to a standard. I don’t want to give
the impression that the entire SGA
is against the code, but a good
number among them is.
To all of those SGA officials
who think that they are above
the obligations of their office and
can do and dress however they
want while they are serving in
that capacity, I have this to say:
you better be ready to back your
stance up.
When the vote to affirm the code
of conduct comes up at Thursday’s
general session, I will record who
votes against this code and I will
print their names in the next paper
for all those students they’re supposed to be representing to see.
Choose carefully.
~Jonathan Mettin

Last week was an interesting week nies. Richard Blum, her husband, got
on the Hill. A democratic chair of over $1.5 billion dollars in contracts
the Military Construction
during the six years she
Appropriations
was on the board. She has
Subcommittee abruptly
also become wealthy; she
stepped down, the District
has nearly $45 million in
Attorney’s scandal conpersonal wealth from the
tinues to rage, and a
contracts because of her
continued chant of veto
personal holdings in the
is being heard from 1600
companies. It’s amazing
Pennsylvania.
that something like this
The most aggravating
just slipped by Congress
thing that occurred this
for so long.
Chris
week was the unexpected
Finally, the Iraq WarTezak
resignation of Democratic
spending, time-able conColumnist
Senator Diane Feinstein
taining, Bush-threatening,
from
the
Military
spending-supplemental
Construction
Appropriations will see its end after Congress comes
Subcommittee. Feinstein was stand- back from their Easter break. I have
ing chair of the committee and heard many sides to whether or not
was the ranking member while the Congress should legislate timetables
Democrats were in the minority. She or put restrictions on funding, and I
stepped down after reports came think many are valid. I personally
from a small California publication think someone needs to take charge
that she was helping to get spending and get us out of there, since this
contracts for her husband’s compa- government just does not have the

money anymore to fund this operation.
This timetable would still give
or forces over a year to take care of
what they can. I think the argument
that if we leave the terrorist will just
hold out and attack after is slightly
off target of what is really going on.
Really, whom are we fighting there
now? We are fighting people who
do not want us there. People who
are fighting themselves for control
of their country and could care less if
we were there or not. Over 1 million
Iraqis have fled the country since the
war has begun, and we have done
little to truly better the situation. We
have observed the creation of their
government, we have tried to build
an infrastructure, and now it is time
for them to take control. The paranoia that when we leave all hell will
break loose is ridiculous. We have so
many problems in our own country
we need to solve and we need to let
the people of Iraq settle their own.

The Avion asks: “What do you think of the new security cameras?”

—Compiled by Jonathan Heaton

Nate Mulder
Sophomore
Aeronautical Science

William Pereira
Sophomore
Air Traffic Maintenance

Jermaine King
Senior
Aeronautical Science

Tim Walsh
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Dietrich Stefanelli
Sophomore
Aeronautical Science

Tom Vergo
Senior
Aeronautical Science

“I think it’s a good idea.
Hopefully they repulse crime
on campus.”

“What cameras?”

“They’re good, as long as
they’re not at Einstein’s.”

“Took me a while to notice
but I think it’s a good thing.”

“I think they’re funny
because they have so
many.”

“Now they can watch us
throw paper on the floor in
the mail room.”

Advertisement
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Executive Tickets
Nathan Clapper

Shaliesh Kumar

Ryan Hattan

Zachary Smith

Natalie Anaya

Jocelynn Dunn

Marcy
Storolis

Melissa
Exton

Randa
Yaacoub

Intl.

Harshad
Lalan

Aaron
Holland

Dustin
Shiver

Sean
Carter

Thiago
DaSilva

Robby
Singh

Dalila
Giraldo

Kurtis
Wrinkle

Joshua
Olds

Anna
Egbert

Megan
Grow

Adam
Trifelos

Nathan
Mulder

Pablo
Alvarez

Craig
Benjamin

COE

COAS

Lisa
Brill

Ryan
Baird

Ankit
Nanda

Benjamin
Sokolove

Luca
Cernuschi

Angeline
Ranieri

Corrine
Borsman

COB

Joshua
Cobb

Pulkeshin
Tiwary

Leslie
Milne

Bryan
Dietz

Gregory
Lewis

Varun
Dewan

Kevin
Edgecomb

Francesca
Martina

Travis
Marshall

Kavita
Patel

Margarita
Jimenez

Ryan
Dantis

Lindsey
Kurtz

Lee
London

Steven
Hess

Chris
Kohler

Paul
Zigler

Elizabeth
Seaman

Sarah
Balschmiter

Daniel
Halperin

Michael
Herr

Sean
Mullaney

Chris
Gorman

Evan
Halbhuber

Student Finance Board

Chelsea
Longa

Brian
Asbury

Erica
Larson

Jonathan
Castillo-Reminick

Milind
Mehta

Res.Life

COA

Student Representative Board

Ting Sen
Wang

Soo Chern
Yap

Joshua
Gerkin

John
Weaver

Vote for your
SGA candidates
on the Flight
Deck from 10
a.m to 3 p.m., or
on Blackboard
on April 5 and 6.
Voting closes on
April 6 at 12 a.m.
so make sure and
have your voice
heard.
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Architectural wonder a cause for friction
Tracy Wilkinson

Los Angeles Times
CORDOBA, Spain — Mansur
Escudero knew the answer before
he asked.
Approaching the guard at
Cordoba’s majestic once-a-mosque,
now-a-cathedral, Escudero posed the
question: May I say Muslim prayers
inside?
The slightly startled Spanish
guard gave an emphatic no. This is a
Catholic church, he said, and as such
it is absolutely prohibited to pray in
any other faith. Escudero persisted,
but the guard was firm.
This is a cathedral, the guard
repeated, growing more agitated: “A
CA-THO-LIC CHURCH.’’
The 1,200-year-old architectural
wonder that is one of Spain’s most
renowned landmarks is at the center
of a turf war over religious space,
cultural recognition and rivalries that
are both ancient and contemporary.
Known as La Mezquita in Spanish
and the Great Mosque in English, its
spectacular forest of striped arches
and jasper-and-marble columns constitutes one of ancient Islam’s most
iconic legacies. But La Mezquita
has served as a consecrated Catholic
church for nearly 800 years -- ever
since Spain’s Catholic monarchs
ejected Islamic forces that had ruled
most of the Iberian Peninsula for
more than five centuries.
The scuffle over La Mezquita is
echoed throughout Spain these days
as members of each faith tests the
other’s tolerance in this overwhelmingly Roman Catholic country with
a fast-growing Muslim minority.
Tensions were further inflamed when
Islamic militants blew up commuter
trains in Madrid three years ago, killing nearly 200 people.
The dispute has special resonance
in Cordoba, an Andalusian crossroads that beginning more than a
millennium ago was the capital
of Moorish Spain and one of the
Western world’s greatest centers of
intellectual and artistic culture.
Some of today’s Muslims may
long for Islam’s glorious past, but
Mansur Escudero insists he just
wants a place to pray.
“We could be an example for the
world,’’ he said, “awakening the
consciences of both Christians and
Muslims and showing it’s possible
to put aside past conflicts.’’
Escudero, a Spaniard who converted to Islam 28 years ago, has
been fighting to gain prayer rights
here for much of his life. He decided

to try again, inspired by the journey
to Istanbul last fall of Pope Benedict
XVI, who stood alongside an imam
in that Turkish city’s famous Blue
Mosque, faced Mecca and prayed.
Escudero and the Islamic Council
of Spain that he heads took the
case straight to the Vatican, writing
the pope to suggest that the site in
Cordoba become a “singular and
unique ecumenical space’’ in which
both Christians and Muslims could
pray.
The pope did not write back.
However, the bishop of Cordoba,
Juan Jose Asenjo, was more than
happy to respond. Far from fostering
peace, he said, the sharing of places
of worship would only “generate
confusion’’ among the faithful.
The stone compound that embraces the cathedral, with courtyards
and fragrant orange trees, abuts
Cordoba’s old Jewish Quarter, testament to a community that flourished
and lived in relative peace under the
Muslim caliphate. A few narrow,
winding streets away is one of only
three medieval synagogues that have

“

The problem is you
let them pray and ...
they will try to take
territory.
- PEREZ MOYA

”

survived in Spain.
Muslims are not allowed to pray
inside the Great Mosque, with its
ornate, golden mihrab, or prayer
niche, that points to Mecca. But
Catholics can attend Mass every
day. On a recent Sunday, soon after
Escudero made his quixotic pitch to
the guard, Cordoba’s clerics donned
purple robes and led a morning service for about 50 parishioners.
There is something a bit incongruous about a Catholic Mass inside
what still looks like a mosque: a
life-size crucifix hangs under a
horseshoe-shaped Moorish arch;
arches also frame the priests’ red
velvet chairs.
Christian elements were added
as a church was in effect erected
inside the mosque during the 16th
to 18th centuries, including giant
mahogany choir stalls and altars,
numerous gated chapels along the
walls, Gothic crosses and a baroque
bishop’s throne.

On this particular Sunday, perfumed smoke floated from silver
censers toward the cathedral’s
vaulted ceilings while parishioners
recited the Lord’s Prayer and took
Communion.
In an interview afterward, Father
Manuel Perez Moya said that because
the building was consecrated as a
cathedral, it is impossible to permit
Muslim worship of any kind. Had it
not been converted to a church, he
added, the Great Mosque might have
suffered the fate of other conquered
property and been destroyed.
“It is thanks to this being a living
cathedral that such a beautiful reality
could be protected,’’ he said.
What worries some priests,
however, is the specter of Spain’s
Muslims wanting more than an
occasional prayer.
“The problem is you let them pray,
and then maybe they will try to take
territory,’’ Perez Moya said.
Escudero, who was christened
Francisco and schooled by Jesuits
before his conversion, says such
fears are absurd.
“I think they are afraid of seeing
many Muslims praying while their
churches are empty,’’ he said.
Spanish Catholics are of mixed
minds about whether Muslims
should be allowed to pray at La
Mezquita.
“Sure, let them -- the day I can pray
in a mosque,’’ Luis Recio Mateo, 61,
a self-described historian and tour
guide dressed in a dapper gray suit,
said as he left Mass. “If I go into a
mosque in Morocco or Mauritania or
Constantinople, they’ll tell me I’m
an infidel. Nor should Muslims pray
in my cathedral.’’
But Marta Perez, a 19-yearold math student visiting from
Valencia, said she had no objections. “Historically and culturally, it
belongs to them,’’ she said.
Ofemia Casado, 39, took the
long view. “Before the Catholics
and before the Muslims, it was
the Romans, the Visigoths, the
Phoenicians, the Barbarians. ... Are
we going to let them all come back?’’
she mused. “It belongs to no one and
to everyone.’’ Best just to let it be,
she concluded, rather than peel back
the layers of an onion.
Depending on who’s counting, at
least 1 million Muslims live in Spain
(a country of 40 million people), and
only about 1,000 Muslims live in
Cordoba, a city of 320,000.
In Spain’s splintered Muslim
community, Escudero is considered
a moderate, at odds with more radical factions making inroads in some
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MANSUR ESCUDERO, A MUSLIM, was not allowed to pray inside the La Mezquita cathedral at Cordoba.
The building was once a mosque, back when Cordoba was the capital of Moorish Spain.
parts of the country. In numerous
cities, local Catholic groups have
protested and in some cases blocked
plans to build mosques or expand
Islamic cultural centers.
Escudero says that over the years,
authorities in Cordoba occasionally allowed a visiting Muslim dignitary to pray in the Great Mosque - including Saddam Hussein in 1974.
But in the last decade or so, church
officials have been increasingly

against the idea, he said, perhaps in
reaction to the expanding Muslim
presence in Spain.
Whereas Escudero thinks of
the pope’s appearance in the Blue
Mosque, it’s another Istanbul landmark that priests here might cite:
the Hagia Sophia, a 6th century
Byzantine church that was converted
to a mosque by the Muslim Ottomans
in the 15th century. In theory, it
is today a museum and no one is

allowed to pray there, although
Muslims occasionally do.
When Escudero learned of the
Cordoba bishop’s rejection of his
latest plea, he protested. On a gray
morning, he stood outside the Great
Mosque’s Door of Pardon, spread a
small carpet on the sidewalk, knelt
and prostrated himself in prayer.
News photographers snapped pictures and police held a tiny group of
yelling protesters at bay.

Global terrorism groups getting small-time funds
Money from
muggings ends
up in extremist
groups
Sebastian Rotella

Los Angeles Times
PARIS -- There is no honor among
thieves, the angry Algerian said.
Bassam Rifai was fuming that a
member of his own gang in Zurich,
Switzerland, had made off with expensive stolen merchandise, according to
a wiretap in an investigation of alleged
terror financing.
“The group was in the mountains in
Algeria waiting for the money,’’ Rifai
said, according to a transcript. “And
he ripped me off. He stole computers I wanted to send to them in the
mountains. . . . We all know you have
the right to kill if someone touches
one of three things: religion, honor
and money. Half was for the cause of
Allah. For five months, I got up at 5
a.m. to prowl to make that sum.’’
A few months after that conversation last year, Swiss police arrested
Rifai and three other suspects. Now,
interconnected investigations are

trying to prove that muggings in
Switzerland, burglaries in Spain and
tax fraud in Italy helped fund bombings and ambushes by an extremist
Islamic group in Algeria.
The cases explore the ground-level
mechanics of terror financing -- and
raise the specter that logistics cells
in Europe could transform into an
advance guard for attacking the West.
They also show the difficulties of
prosecuting an offense on the blurry
line between crime and extremism.
The money allegedly flowed to an
Algeria-based network that recently
had renamed itself al-Qaida in the
Magreb and declared allegiance to
Osama bin Laden’s network, part
of an attempt to reinvent itself as a
regional movement.
Although not long ago Algerian
security forces seemed to have the
group on the run, it has regained
strength: sending fighters to Iraq,
training recruits in the Sahara and
working to federate networks across
North Africa in a wider struggle.
“They have proclaimed the internationalization of their combat, certainly
continuing to target Algeria, but also
Western countries,’’ a top French
intelligence official said.
The network has bombed the convoys of foreign contractors in Algiers
and also might be tied to a recent
botched suicide bombing in Morocco
and a Moroccan operative captured
in Spain. In February, police in the

northeastern town of Reus arrested
Mbark Jaafari, a semi-professional
boxer known as “The Tiger,’’ who
is accused of sending 32 recruits to
train or fight in Algeria, Iraq and
Afghanistan, police say. U.S. anti-terror agents suspected him of plotting
against U.S. targets, a senior Spanish
law enforcement official said.
“That was an alert the Americans
gave us: that he wanted to do something against American interests in
Europe,’’ the Spanish official said.
In contrast, financing cells dedicate
themselves mostly to criminal activity
and can be anarchic, with suspects
stealing from each other and fighting
over money, investigators say. But
police assert that they have uncovered
direct links to attacks and leaders in
Algeria.
While under surveillance by Italy’s
Financial Guard in 2005, suspects in
Milan, Italy, got a phone call from
an Algerian militant exulting about a
“wedding’’ in a town called Biskra.
Investigators allege that the word is
extremist code for an attack -- and
that an ambush in Biskra had killed
a dozen Algerian soldiers two days
earlier.
The Italian suspects had advance
knowledge of attacks carried out by
the militants they helped fund, according to the testimony of an associate.
“These people in Italy always have
first-hand news about what happens in
Algeria,’’ he said, according to docu-

ments. “I remember Ammar telling
me about an attack beforehand, he
specifically told me, ‘In 10 days there
will be an attack on the police in Bad
el Oued.’ ‘’
The half-dozen suspects in Italy
were mostly in their 30s and 40s,
often veterans of combat in Bosnia
and Algeria. They are accused of raising money through a restaurant, an
electronics company and an importexport company, as well as from
contributions from around Europe.
The nominally legitimate businesses
evaded taxes and engaging in other
skulduggery, investigators say
A suspect in Naples, Italy, owned
a bus company that was used by
clandestine cash couriers who rode
the buses to Marseilles, France, then
traveled by sea to Algeria, investigators say.
“Twice a week they sent three
or four trusted people carrying
about $2,000 apiece,’’ said Lt. Col.
Domenico Grimaldi of the Financial
Guard. “That adds up over time.’’
The group also allegedly used false
identities to make illegal wire transfers. The total allegedly provided to
Algerian militants exceeds $2 million,
Grimaldi said.
The Italian investigation has tangential links to the Swiss case. But
Swiss police first targeted the gang in
Zurich with the help of Spanish investigators who rounded up a burglary
ring in the Spanish city of Malaga.

The connected Swiss and Spanish
cells allegedly stole computers, cell
phones and other goods to fund the
Algerian group’s “second zone’’ in
central Algeria, according to investigative documents.
Rifai, the 30-year-old Algerian in
Zurich, exchanged dozens of calls
and messages with fugitive kingpins,
according to the documents. On May
25, 2005, he got a text message from
the front line, the documents say.
“My brother, the news is that more
than 30 tyrants have been killed,’’ the
message read. “Allah is great. For the
moment we need financial support
and above all computers.’’
Police worry that North African
networks could decide to use the
financing cells to strike in Europe.
The finance cases allegedly have
ties to suspects charged with plotting
to bomb the High Court in Madrid,
Spain.
While the suspects in Italy showed
little appetite for hands-on violence,
the Swiss group seemed angrier,
investigators say. Rifai cheered a television news report about the deaths of
four Israelis in a bombing and rhapsodized about the glory of “martyrdom,’’
according to a transcript.
“They should give you an explosives belt!’’ he said, according to the
transcript. “The odor of the martyr. ...
I tell you, it is an odor.’’
Police became alarmed in late 2005
when wiretaps suggested that Rifai

and a Libyan associate talked about
using a grenade launcher to shoot an
El Al jet on the tarmac at an airport,
according to documents and investigators. El Al diverted several flights, but
the suspected plot never developed,
according to documents and investigators.
Despite painstaking surveillance,
the Swiss charges could be difficult to
prove, say antiterror officials familiar
with the case. Defense lawyers deny
that concrete links to extremism exist
and argue that conversations were
translated or analyzed inaccurately.
Charges for several suspects probably
will be reduced to robbery and theft,
officials said.
The difficulties are inherent in such
complex investigations. In the wake
of the Sept. 11 attacks, a number of
high-profile prosecutions against Arab
tycoons and Islamic charities around
the world faded after initial fanfare.
Because terror groups do not need
large sums, it is best to go after immediate sources of cash, said prosecutor
Luigi Orsi, who headed the Milan
investigation.
“In five years, I have changed my
vision of the problem,’’ Orsi said. “It
is almost impossible to concretely
connect big businessmen, charities,
diplomats, money masterminds,
to the ‘soldiers’ in the field. There
are too many filters. So we have
changed strategy. The focus now
is the street level.’’

Teens who set 160-acre Hollywood fire could face criminal charges
Patrick McGreevy

Los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES -- Two teenage boys were allowed to
fly home to Illinois with orders to return to Los Angeles
in 60 days to face possible criminal charges stemming
from a brush fire they allegedly set Friday that blackened 160 acres in the Hollywood Hills.
The fire came within a ridge of the Hollywood sign
and Mount Lee radio transmitters and within 50 feet of
the Oakwood Apartments parking lot before the flames
were beaten down by ground fire crews and water-dropping helicopters. No one was injured and no structures
were damaged.
The boys, ages 16 and 17, were interviewed by police
and Los Angeles Fire Department investigators after
they turned themselves in. They were accompanied by
the parents of the 16-year-old.
The boys, whose names were withheld because they
are minors, allegedly told arson investigators they were
playing with a lighter and setting twigs on fire when the

blaze spread up the hillside, said sources familiar with
the investigation.
They were arrested on suspicion of “reckless burn of
forest land,’’ which carries a penalty of up to three years
in juvenile detention, officials said.
“They were arrested but currently are released to their
parents,’’ said D’Lisa Davies, a spokeswoman for the
Fire Department, which is investigating the case.
The boys were described as classmates from
Lindenwood, Ill., about 88 miles west of Chicago, and
were staying at the Oakwood Apartments while the
father of the 16-year-old underwent a long-term training
assignment in Southern California for his job.
The father is staying in California for his work, said
Fire Department officials.
Arson investigators had not yet filed a case with the
Los Angeles County district attorney’s office, according
to Sandi Gibbons, a spokeswoman for the office.
The boys were described by one official familiar with
the case as “straight-A students’’ who brought their
schoolwork with them to California, where they were
being home-schooled by the 16-year-old’s mother.
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Chloe takes flight
over U.S. airports

She hangs
around and
shoots you
down
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

The Department of Homeland
Security will test the use of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
to defend airliners and airports from
terrorists, USA Today reported last
week.
The program, designated Project
Chloe (after the character on TV
series “24,” Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chertoff’s favorite show), will involve these UAVs
flying well above normal flight patterns at and around busy airports.
These aircraft will carry equipment

to detect launches from shouldermounted Surface-to-Air Missiles
(SAMs) and then either track it,
allowing ground-based or onboard
anti-missile lasers to confuse the
missile.
The lasers work by interfering
with the missile’s guidance system,
blinding its sensors. A test system
has been in development for several years, and a variant is currently
mounted on several FedEx cargo
planes to see how well the system
can withstand common usage.
Initial tests, however, show that the
system has a mean time-betweenfailure of around 400 hours, making
it commercially problematic, despite
its security benefits. The UAVmounted system was suggested as
an alternative.
Shoulder-fired SAMs have been
used against commercial airliners
by terrorists overseas, though never
in America. However, Homeland
defense personnel believe that an
attack is a real possibility, one worth
preparing for and defending against,
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New innovation in
slowing air travel
Flypaper plus
airplanes
equals Newark
International
Bob Scheid

despite the probable $1 million price
tag per unit.
Chloe is the forerunner for development over a series of other possibilities for aerial defense around
large airports. However, many of
the other alternatives are even more
costly than Chloe, and use “impractical” or unreliable technologies. The
laser method has been tested and
put into trial service, strengthening
the system’s case and reducing the
number of questions of the system’s
effectiveness.

Cheif Copy Editor
Newark Liberty International
Airport will soon have foam concrete barriers installed on its runways, as another layer of defense
against runaway planes, the StarLedger reported.
The barrier, unofficially referred
to as “airplane flypaper,” is a series
of foam cement blocks that are

installed.
The Port Authority is currently
conducting a feasibility study to
include another such system at the
other end of the runway, close to the
New Jersey Turnpike, and the agency’s board of directors may allocate
more than $55 million to install
more airplane flypaper at Teterboro
Airport in New Jersey and at John F.
Kennedy Airport in New York.
A cargo plane overran a runway at
JFK International in January 2005.
The resulting damage was about
$2.3 million, and the possibility of
other incidents costing lives justifies
the initial costs of these systems.
Chris Grant, a Civil Engineering
professor at Embry-Riddle, told the
Star-Ledger that “The benefit is
obvious” despite the cost of creating and maintaining these thousandfoot clearance zones.

FAA chooses to reroute
N.Y. area traffic plan
“
Brian Asbury

Aeronautica Editor

PHOTO COURTESY U.S. AIR FORCE

installed along the ends of long runways at a slight incline. The foam
would allow runaway aircraft, either
on landings or aborted takeoffs,
to safely continue past the edge of
the runway proper and slow down
quickly by sinking into the foam.
This is akin to the runaway-truck
lanes on highways, filled with sand
and plastic barrels to slow trucks
that have lost their brakes.
Runway
29
at
Newark
International is the airport’s shortest, measuring 6,800 feet. The
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) requires a 1,000-foot buffer
zone at the end of runways like this
to allow for large aircraft overruns
on the runways, and these foam
blocks offer an alternative to soft
concrete used in some overrun areas
currently in use. Twenty-three airports have systems like this already

The
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) has chosen a
new flight pattern around New York
and Philadelphia in an attempt to
ease delays. The new plan however,
will adversely affect hundreds of
thousands of residents within five
states with noisy jets flying overhead.
The redesign affects inefficient
airspace overlying 31,000 sq. miles
of the northeast which is almost 50
years old. The FAA chose one option
over three competing plans late last
week.
The new design will save an estimated 12 million annual minutes
in delays at the four major airports
saving the airlines an estimated $720
million a year.

Advertisement

U.S. Senators from these states are
overwhelmingly opposed to the new
plan saying the noise levels will be
unacceptable.
“Your proposal will have massive
negative quality of life implications
for hundreds of thousands of New
Jerseyans, and reduce property values for many in our state” wrote New
Jersey Senators Robert Menendez
and Frank R. Lautenberg in a letter to
FAA Administrator Marion Blakey.
They are asking the plan be reconsidered with noise pollution as the
main goal and threaten to intervene
and prevent the plan from going into
action.
FAA program manager Steve
Kelley rebutted saying they are
working on subprograms to reroute
over less populated areas and steeper
descents allowing aircraft to use less
power.
The project will take six years,

Your proposal
will have masive
negative quality of
life implications

- ROBERT MENENDEZ

”

cost $50 million, and affect 21
airports including John F. Kennedy
International, Newark Liberty,
Philidelphia International, and
LaGuardia. These four, along with
Chicago O’Hare, had the highest
percentage of delays in 2006.
The final approval will not take
place until August, with discussion
of better noise reduction plans in the
meantime.
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Expedition 15, Microsoftie will Excel on ISS
Astronaut will
run Boston
marathon ...
... from space
Ben Cooper

Space Tech. Editor

PHOTOS COURTESY NASA

CHARLES SIMONYI, AT LEFT, and the initial Expedition 15 crew consisting of Sunita Williams, Fyodor Yurchikhin and Oleg Kotov, are seen in their official crew portraits. Simonyi will become the fifth paying space passenger while Yurchikhin and Kotov will begin a six month stay on the ISS and join Williams, already onboard.

A new crew, and a new space
tourist, are ready for their launch to
the International Space Station this
Saturday. A Soyuz rocket is scheduled to lift off with the Expedition 15
crew from the Baikonur Cosmodrome
in Kazakhstan at 1:31 p.m. EDT (11:
31 p.m. local time).
Charles Simonyi, 58, the former
Microsoft engineer who oversaw the
creation of Office programs such as
Word and Excel, will become the fifth
paying-passenger to make a ten-day
trip to the orbiting outpost.
Simonyi will hitch the ride with
cosmonauts Fyodor Yurchikhin and
Oleg Kotov, who will begin their

New spacesuits for astronauts
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
NASA engineers are beginning
a project to redesign the space
suits used by astronauts on the
International Space Station (ISS)
and future programs.
The modifications and redesigns
are in response to complaints about
the current American and Russian
suits used on the ISS and space shuttle. The American suits weigh about
275 pounds, are extremely bulky,
and because of their complexity have
high maintenance requirements.
They are relatively comfortable for
long durations, though.
The Russian suits, however, are
one-size-fits-all and are essentially
disposable, being used only a few
times. They are utilitarian mechanisms that require little maintenance
at the costs of a short life span and
being known for their lack of comfort over extended periods.

NASA engineers are now redesigning the future suit from the ground
up to include positive features of
all the space suits used throughout
the manned space programs, along
with new innovations to help with
the future lunar and Mars missions.
It will have a modular design, allowing for different parts to be swapped
out for different phases of a mission;
right now, for example, NASA has
one suit for shuttle launches and
another for spacewalks.
Low maintenance requirements
and flexibility are key issues that
the redesign team is concentrating
on. Terry Hill, one of the engineers,
noted that the Apollo astronauts had
to hop around on the moon because
their suits did not have full ranges of
motion.
Extensive use of microelectronics
and composite materials will also
help to reduce weight; one preliminary goal is to reduce the weight of
the suit and life support backpacks
to about 100 pounds, half that car-

ried by the Apollo astronauts in
the 1960s and 1970s. Despite the
reduced gravity of those celestial
bodies compared to Earth, weight
savings are always beneficial to the
missions and to those who have to
wear the suits.
Joe Kosmo, another engineer who
has helped design space suits since
the Mercury missions, emphasized
the use of new techniques in the
design in addition to the materials
and technology used in them. Apollo
space suits were designed, like the
rest of the program’s technology,
using hand-drawn schematics and
slide rules, but the new suits will
have the benefit of computer-aided
design and production.
NASA is hoping to have prototypes
by 2010, certification two years after
that, and production in gear for the
new Orion spacecraft’s first flight in
2014. They predict assigning a contract in the next year or so; until the
contract is awarded, no costs can be
accurately estimated.

six-month stay onboard the ISS as
part of Expedition 15. They will
join American Sunita Williams, who
has been aboard the station since
December, and replace two outgoing
Expedition 14 crewmembers.
Michael Lopez-Alegria and Mikhail
Tyurin, who have lived on the ISS
since last October, will return to Earth
with Simonyi April 20. Williams’
return to Earth will be onboard a
shuttle, but the duration of her mission - expected to set a new American
record - will depend on a new shuttle
manifest due out soon.
Also not clear is who will wind up
being a part of Expedition 15. Since
mid-2006, Expeditions now involve
overlapping crewmembers, with two
launching aboard Soyuz rockets every
six months from Russia and one more
arriving via Shuttle every few months.
Williams was a part of Expedition 14
until this week, when she will transfer
to Exp. 15.
Two more astronauts were slated
to be referred to as part of Exp. 15,
with Clayton Anderson replacing
Williams on STS-118, formerly slated
for June 28, and Dan Tani replacing
him in September. But their status will
remain up in the air until a new shuttle

schedule can be sorted out.
Meanwhile, Simonyi will join an
elite group of people who have paid
for a trip into orbit. Since Dennis
Tito made history on April 2001,
three more have plunked down the
estimated $20-25 million to Russia
and the Space Adventures company
in Virginia for the ride. Simonyi will
be the fifth.
During his ten-day adventure,
Simonyi will conduct several experiments on behalf of the European
Space Agency. In addition, he is
expected to do some special food tasting. Long-time girlfriend and “domestic-diva” Martha Stewart and world
renowned French chef Alain Ducasse
have cooked up some special meals
to taste in space. Simonyi has been
keeping a blog of his venture on his
website, www.CharlesInSpace.com.
Meanwhile, Sunita Williams will
participate in another special event
April 16 when she will run the Boston
Marathon at 17,500 mph. Joining
her sister and another astronaut on
the ground in the actual marathon,
Williams will run on the station’s
treadmill for the same 26.2 mile duration, with approval from both NASA
and the marathon organizers.

Upcoming Cape Launches
A decision on when shuttle Atlantis and STS-117 will take off for the International Space Station is expected
April 10. The decision will outline whether Atlantis will get an new external fuel tank, the one originally slated
to fly on STS-118 in late June and which arrives this week from the plant in Michoud, Louisiana. Swapping
tanks means Atlantis will not fly before mid-to-late June. If shuttle program managers decide the repair techniques to the hail-damaged ET are acceptable, Atlantis could fly as early as May 11.
Meanwhile, the next three unmanned launches have all been postponed due to their own reasons. In major
developments over the past month, the massive 24-story Delta 4-Heavy rocket that had been erected on the
launch pad for an April launch has been completely removed after an oxygen leak during the simulated countdown in the last week of February resulted in major cracks to the launch platform which the rocket sits on.
There will be no Delta 4 launch until at least late summer, but more likely later.
Separately, an Atlas 5 rocket scheduled to carry a classified satellite for the National Reconnaissance Office
has slipped from May 3 to 18, and NASA’s Dawn asteroid mission is now slated for June 30.
NET May 11
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-117 / ISS flight
Third set of giant solar arrays
Launch time: 7:18 a.m. if May 11

Advertisement

May 18
Atlas 5
Classified NRO satellite
Launch window:
5:35-6:02 p.m. EDT
EDITED BY BEN COOPER

June 30
Delta 2
NASA’s Dawn asteroid orbiter
Launch window:
approx. 6:05-6:24pm EDT
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Rock band Halifax pleases fans in Jacksonville
Halifax

John W. Smith III
Staff Reporter

Filling one of Jacksonville’s premier spots
for indie music were sounds of double tapped
guitars, original rock-n-roll, and sexual innuendos. On March 18,Halifax rolled into Jack
Rabbits bringing their revolution that included
The Vincent Black Shadow, Madina Lake, and
Greeley Estates. After two full length albums
and an EP, Halifax is now giving fans a much
awaited headlining tour.
If you have never been to Jack Rabbits,
you can take about 10 steps forward after you
enter and walk out the back door, making the
interaction you have with the band the best in
Florida.
Opening the night, The Vincent Black
Shadow impressed the crowd with their
sexy lead singer Cassie who is never afraid
to show some skin and giving a sound of a
pre-70s rock band with an electronic feel. It
took a while for the crowd to warm up to the
band because Cassie failed to interact with the
crowd until the last few songs; nevertheless, it
was a good opening band.
Blowing in from the Windy City was the
second band of the night, Madina Lake. This
energetic rock quartet gave a great live show

with tons of crowd interaction and a front
flip stage dive off the stacks. Their album
From Them, Through Us, To You recently
hit stores and is one of the most anticipated
albums of the year, including tracks. “One
Last Kiss” and “Adalia.” Even MTV showed
Madina Lake some love playing their video
for “House of Cards.” I asked front man of
Madina Lake what does the MTV appearance
mean for you, and does it mean Madina Lake
has gone mainstream? Nathan replied, “It is
great publicity for the band and we hope it
will promote our album but it does not mean
we are not going to spend time with our fans
after shows because our fans are most important to us.” Madina Lake is a catchy name, but
their music is what speaks for itself and at the
end of the night will leave your ears buzzing.
Bringing a different dimension to the
show was Greeley Estates. This hardcore
band brings heavy power chords with mildly
catchy riffs that overlay an immense amount
of screaming. This dimensionless quintet hurt
ears as they played a 30 minute set and stirred
the crowd the best they could for the headlining band.
Rolling in from California was Halifax. With
tracks like “Our Revolution,” “Nightmare,”
and “Anthem for Tonight,” Halifax brings a
California guitar sound with emo/pop-punk
stylings. Their interesting blend of rock music
has kept the band together for five years and,
with a solid foundation from Drive-Thru
Records, Halifax is a group of California bad
boys that know how to rock. I had a chance
to talk with Mike, lead singer of Halifax after
the show and asked him what the biggest dif-

ference is between the west coast shows and
the east coast shows? Mike said, “energy;
and that although people might come to your
shows out west they will not care about your
music as the east coast will know the words
to songs and enjoy your show.” In the case
of Jacksonville it was just that. Fans were

“

Music lovers
of all genres left
Jack Rabbits
pleased ...
- JOHN W. SMITH III

”

screaming words like it was the last song
they would sing, fists were in the air, and
even a few small pits opened up. Even though
Halifax opened with their most popular song
“Sydney,” their show was anything less than
their best as the night was a healthy mix of old
and new. Look for a new album from Halifax
later this year, which Mike said would be,
“nothing new for us just a continuation of our
music.”
Music lovers of all genres left Jack
Rabbits pleased as a complete wall of
sound was put on them. From guitar
spins to stage dives, the night will not
easily be forgotten, and neither will the music
that rings in my ears.

JOHN W. SMITH III/AVION

Adam Sandler surprises fans in ‘Reign Over Me’

Reign Over Me

Melanie Pugh

Business Manager

PHOTO COURTESY SONY PICTURES

Crime Mob releases
album, Hated on Mostly
might be enough for many to buy the album
and truly enjoy it. Many of the songs are
upbeat, just great head-nodding anthems, with
catchy lyrics that will have you unintentionally repeating them over and over again in
your head.
However, the album has one major draw-

Hated On Mostly
Crime Mob

“

... you will find
the album bland,
unoriginal, and
repetitive.
- ROBB HICKS

Robb Hicks

Guest Reporter

Crime Mob, the breakout Atlanta area teenage rap quartet with their underground smash
hit of 2004 “Knuck If You Buck,” comes back
again with their sophomore album, Hated
On Mostly. With serious bass driven beats,
and entertaining lyrics, Crime Mob’s second
attempt is noble, but falls short of expectations.
Songs like “Rock Yo Hips,” “2nd Look,”
and “Circles” that are entertaining and catchy,

”

back in that it has no wide range market
appeal. Unless you already are familiar with
the style and format of Crime Mob’s music,
and even if you like rap music, you will find
the album bland, unoriginal, and repetitive. It
is typical Atlanta “snap-style” music, where
the majority of the album has an upbeat style
which allows you to dance in such a manner.
However, unless you plan on “snapping and
popping”while listening to this album in your
car or on your home stereo, save yourself some
dollars, and download the three recommended
tracks off iTunes.

What would you do if you lost everything? If
you’re Charlie Fineman in “Reign Over Me,”
the answer is simple; remodel the kitchen every
two weeks.
Enter Fineman (Adam Sandler), the shaggy,
mumbling shadow of himself who spends his
time engulfed in his own iPod world, rather
than facing reality. When he’s not zipping
around Manhattan on his scooter, he’s parked
on his couch playing Shadows of the Collossus
on his PS2.
One thing he’s not doing, however, is grieving over the loss of his wife and three daughters
in the Sept. 11 attacks. Pretending they never
existed and blocking out anyone who knows

otherwise, Fineman spends his days in solitude.
Fineman finds an unlikely friend in his
estranged former dental school roommate,
Alan Johnson (Don Cheadle of “Ocean’s
Eleven”), who feels trapped by his own family-man existence. Johnson enjoys the freedom
and escape that come with the friendship, while
Fineman simply enjoys having someone to eat
Chinese food and play video games with.
The camaraderie proves to be therapeutic for
Fineman, despite his occasional bouts of paranoia, in which he is convinced Johnson is sent
by “them,” the hated shrinks of America.
Fineman lets Johnson into his life, so long
as he doesn’t ask questions and remembers to
remove his shoes before entering his apartment.
As Fineman’s former best friend points out,
“He likes you, Alan, you know why? Because
you know nothing about his family.”
Johnson’s wife (Jada Pinkett Smith), however, isn’t keen of the pair’s overnight adventures and cautions her husband to remember he
still has a family.
Soon, Johnson’s own troubles get the best

“

What would
you do if
you lost
everything?
- MELANIE PUGH

”

of him and he decides to join the ranks of the
intervening, those who want to “fix” Charlie
Fineman, who simply doesn’t want to talk
about his life and is content in his selective

reality.
The lines between black and white are
blurred as everyone but Fineman seems to have
a say in how he should be coping, which results
in an emotional clash between basic human

“

‘Reign Over Me’
reveals a bruised
portrait of a ruined
man.
- MELANIE PUGH

”

rights, family, and Big Brother institutions.
“Reign Over Me” sees Sandler in a rare, but
profoundly successful somber role. Cheadle
holds his own as a man torn between generations; he can return home to dinner with
his wife and two daughters or jam out and
watch all night Mel Brooks marathons with
Fineman.
The film makes an emotional appeal to the
audience when Fineman gives in to how the
rest of the world thinks he should live his life.
Bring Kleenex.
Tackling Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and
inconsolable grief, “Reign Over Me” reveals a
bruised portrait of a ruined man. The movie
ends on a bittersweet note with a final act of
conviction, not a warm and fuzzy display of
comfort and healing but, of the less optimistic,
more realistic idea that some losses are so devastating that it’s near impossible to ever fully
emerge from the ensuing debris.
The 124-minute Sony Pictures Production was
written and directed by Mike Binder, who also
appears in the film.

Upcoming concerts in Orlando
When???
Apr. 7

Who???

Mardi Gras: Daughtry

Where???

How Much???

Universal Studios

$37.23

Meatloaf

Hard Rock Live

$63.00

Apr. 8

The Decemberists

Hard Rock Live

$20.00

Apr. 12

Flaming Lips

House of Blues

$38.50

Apr. 20

The Killers

UCF Arena

$35.00

Apr. 20

Tyrese

House of Blues

$25.00

Apr. 21

Static X

House of Blues

$20.00

Apr. 30

Five For Fighting

House of Blues

$18.50

ENTERTAINMENT
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The Flip Side

Student Photo of the Week

There is something about the cold and snow

There is something about the is decide what I want to do. What
cold and snow. I don’t know what I need to create is right in front of
it is, but I missed it. Don’t get me me. I stand there, tall in the snow,
wrong. I hate, absolutely hate, hands in pocket, chin held high. I
being cold. Cold weather creates can do it. I can make it. Then my
more laundry because I need to eyes go from the speckles of light
wear numerous layers to keep me in the sky to the ones on Earth.
from shaking. My shakThere are Christmas
ing can sometimes get
lights up everywhere. I
so bad my friends say
can see the neighbors’
I convulse, not to menlights through the trees
tion you must change
because the trees are bare.
when you come indoors
They are waiting to have
because the snow has
their leaves, their lifeline,
melted through your
be born again, waiting for
layers. In spite of all of
the changes to stretch and
this, there is something
gather sun and warmth.
Jacklyn
I missed.
For right now, they
Duff
The cold has a differstand there holding the
ent feeling about it. As
weight of winter’s tears.
Columnist
many have said before,
For now, the trees can
it is crisp. Heat makes me tired and rest from gathering and making
relaxed. Cold makes me feel like I energy. That is what winter break
should be doing something, some- is for, anyways. Well, that is what
thing important. I love walking is it supposed to be for. I never
through the snow and the sound relax. I don’t think any of us do,
that it makes as it collapses and but oh how we like to pretend we
compacts under your weight. At have time off to shop for that perthe same time, I don’t want to walk fect present, bake cookies, catch
through it. When I look outside at a up on what we didn’t have time
fresh snow, it looks so beautiful, so for before, buy plane tickets, cook
perfect, that I don’t want to maim meals for everyone, find the one
it. I just stand there looking at it, light bulb holding up the whole
at it’s perfection, at it’s possibili- strand. Teachers believe it is the
ties. Should I make snow angels or perfect time to do large projects.
would the snow be better used by
It really is the best time of year.
making a snowman or a fort? You All your senses are used. Smell:
can create almost anything you can cookies, pine trees, perfume in
dream of, if the snow is the right malls. Touch: snow, “Close your
kind. It is like nature’s play dough,
but cold, and bad when it comes in
more than one color.
Standing in the snow late at
night is always breathtaking, not
Standing in
only because it is so cold it literthe snow late at
ally takes your breath away, but it
is almost magical. It is never dark
night is always
when it snows. You can go outside
breathtaking.
at any hour, and there will still be
some light. Some sunlight that has
- JACKLYN DUFF
reflected off the moon, which is
now being reflected off the snow,
lights the night. Standing there,
alone in the lit night, I gaze at the
stars. They always seem bright- eyes and hold out your hands.”
est during the winter months. I Hear: Christmas music, traffic,
breathe in the cold air and dreams. flight numbers, phone calls, that
While looking at the sky, I feel like toy in the store that makes noise
I’m looking at the pristine snow all so the kid had to push the button
over again. I feel the awe again, for every one of them on the self.
knowing that there are so many Taste: candy canes, hot chocopossibilities, and all I have to do late, Christmas dinner, cookies,

“

”
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ginger bread, fruit cake (I didn’t
say for only good reasons) Sight:
lights, sales, baby Jesus, smiles,
Christmas cards, reactions to
presents.
Reactions to gifts is one of
my absolute favorite parts of

“

Will they think that
it is stupid, or is it
the thought that
counts?
- JACKLYN DUFF

”

Christmas. When you know you
have that perfect gift. I just can’t
stop smiling. It’s kind of like a
game, getting presents. You have
to figure out what everyone wants,
where to get it, what wrapping
paper and which cards. Gifts can
be real gambles, sometimes. If
you get a stupid little gift that
has a lot of meaning behind it, it
is sometimes hard to guess how it
will be taken. Will they think it is
stupid, or is “It is the thought that
counts,” their mindset? Because if
it is the thought that truly counts,
then this gift costs an unbelievable
amount. It is exciting when you
think and think about gift ideas,
running dozens through you head,
weeding out the bad, and picking
a few good ideas and then all the
sudden it hits you. You thought of
the perfect gift.
And as you are thinking about
the details of the gift and their
reaction, a smile appears without
your knowledge. That smile reappears when you buy it, every time
you think about how they will
react, as you hand them the gift,
and once they open it.
I began this by talking about
cold and snow. Just look at
some of the thoughts sparked
by these two images. There is
something magical about them.
Something that imprisons childhood in me, from the simplicities
of Christmas to the possibilities of
snow and the stars. What do they
mean to you?

MELANIE PUGH

THIS PHOTO OF THE arch inside the Olympic Sports Complex in Greece was taken during an
ERAU study abroad of Greece in August 2006. Athens is the home of the first Olympics, which,
according to popular legend, were created to honor the Greek god Zeus.
Classifieds

HOUSING /

HOUSING /

ROOM MATE WANTED
Furnished bedroom available. April
1st or earlier. Port Orange-off Clyde
Morris. 5-10 min. from ERAU.
Palmer student owned.
Fully
furnished home-full house privileges.
Screened in pool, full kitchen, laundry
room, dining room, family room.
$550 includes utilities. Call Dan
(386) 562-7662

Female Roomie Wanted
Nice 2 bedroom apt in the Island
Club, easy walking distance to
school and Publix, need female to
take over lease for 1 room. Can
be furnished for $100. Rent is
$450/month plus electric ($30),
no security deposit! Pool, hot tub,
tennis courts, exercise room, safe
neighborhood. Available Now!
(386) 846-7177

Apartment for Rent
7 miles from college. Dunlawton
and Halifax Dr. in Port Orange.
For U.S. male undergraduate, nonsmoker only! Free rent for some
help. Includes large, furnished
bedroom, wi-fi, TV and all utilities.
Recommended by former ERAU
students who have been tenants.
Discuss apt with Jay in UC
Cafeteria. Leave message telling
about yourself and phone number.
(386) 322-1899

Villagio on the Lakes
2-Bedroom 2-Bath beautiful top
floor vacant now! Gated community
with pool and workout room.
1000 per month includes water,
plus utilities. Call Terri Jackson at
(386) 679-4009

House
2bd 2ba 1200+ sf condo with garage
in private complex behind Daytona
Beach Golf Course. Asking $165,000
(904) 220-5694

Beachside Lease/Owner Finance
Charming 4 bedroom with study.
Hardwood floors and seperate kitchen area. See details on
w w w. 2 7 4 0 8 9 . r e n t c l i c k s . c o m
Lease for $1,500 per month or buy
using owner financing. Plenty of
parking and located very close to
the school.

Looking for Roommates
Looking for roommates to slit a 5 bed
2 bath house beachside. Less than 5
miles from ERAU. $380 plus share
of utilities: water, electricity, cable,
internet, phone. For info contact Russ
(214) 957-6139
or Jeremy (386) 214-5673

Rooms for Rent
3 Bed 2 Bath house located in South
Daytona 10 minutes from campus.
Located in quiet neighborhood
with no through traffic. Wireless
internet, full kitchen, and all
appliances are provided. $400/
mo. plus 1/3 of utilities. Call
for more info or to see house.
(570) 856-5977

Female Roommate Wanted
Desirable Port Orange:
Large
room, shared bath in 3 bedroom
duplex at Nova Road at Dunlawton.
Rent includes all utilities, cable
TV, high speed internet, washer/
dryer, screened porch, fenced yard,
garage. $550 per month. First &
security.
Available March 1st.
(386) 763-1747.

BEACHSIDE HOUSING
3 furnished rooms. Blocks from
beach at 200 Vermont Avenue.
Just 4 miles from campus. $495 $525/mo includes utilities. Call Bill
(386) 235-4748.

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

Another Roomate Wanted
Looking for a clean, friendly, and
quiet roommate to share a beautiful
house in LPGA International,
just 10-15 minutes from school.
Rent is $375 plus 1/4 of utilities.
Available ASAP. Please call
(863) 381-7137

Room Avaliable
Large one bedroom, possible 2
bedroom, upstairs apt on quiet
street in historic district. Beautiful
hardwood floors, high ceilings,
ceiling fans, recently remodeled.
Fenced in yard, nice area! $725
mo includes water. One year
lease,
references,
security.
(386) 212-1578

Roommate Needed ASAP
Roommate needed immediately!
Beautiful, fully furnished, 2 bedroom
2 bath apartment with pool, gym,
racquetball, and tennis courts. You
get the master bedroom/bathroom!
1 mile from ERAU! Non-smoker
and no pets please. Call ASAP
(239) 851-7271

Beachside Redone Apartment
Remodeled two bedrooms in
nice neighborhood 10 minutes
from Embry Riddle. New tiles,
carpet, brick fire place, and
outdoor screened in patio. Call
(386) 405-2540

Room For Rent in Port Orange
One room for rent in 3 bed 2
bath house about 4 miles from
campus. Occupied by 2 ERAU
students looking for a third. 2
car garage, washer/dryer, wireless
internet, cable, fenced back yard.
Rent is $345/month plus 1/3 of
utilities. Available now. Call Clay
(386) 366-1665

Town
Home
for
Sale
Nestled in the Trails’neighborhood.
A beautiful two story two bedroom/
two bath town home in the Racquet
Club Villas centrally located in
prestigious Ormond Beach, Florida.
Just five miles from the beach.
Come and visit this attractive town
home! Call Jenny for more info.
(407) 417-7602

Room for Rent
Room for rent in Dayton Beach
house. Pet friendly with fenced in
yard and lots of trees. Five minutes
from campus - can ride your bike
to school. Cable and internet.
$395 per month utilities included.
(386) 295-0268

Room for Rent
Available now. Room for rent in
spacious home five minutes from
campus off International Speedway.
Animal friendly. Large fenced in
yard with shady trees. Access to indoor heated pool. High speed internet, cable. Pet ok. $395 per month,
utilities included.
(386) 295-0268.

AUTOMOTIVE
90 AMG Mercedes Benz
Show Car, Automatic, CD, A/C,
P/S, P/B, New Transmission,
Brakes and 17” Chrome Ice
Wheels, Lorenzo Kit. Asking
6,500 obo. Call (386) 760-0819

Motorcycle For Sale
‘93 Red Suzuki Motorcycle For
Sale. GN 125. 80 mpg. Great
Starter Bike. To make an offer call
(816) 522-5674

2002 Buell Blast
5000 miles, 500cc belt drive,
excellent condition, new rear
tire, well maintained, 70 mpg
average. Excellent first bike or
commuter. Light and agile. lots
of fun. Asking $2500 Call Ryan

1998 Toyota Avalon
175,000 miles, original owner, all
paperwork included. Interior in
excellent cond.. Exterior in good
cond. Call Matt. (904) 753-0071
SERVICES OFFERRED
Tutor Avaliable (K-12)
Tutoring available for K-12
children. Graduating Senior at
Riddle, currently employed as a
tutor for Volusia County, looking
for some extra money. I will come
to you, only $25/hour. Don’t watch
your child struggle with homework
anymore! Call Christina today
(386) 846-7177

Visit us at www.avionnewspaper.com
to post your classified!

Graphic Design Service
Freelance graphic designer with
9 years experience and a degree
in graphic design. Interested
in designing your next logo or
business cards, please contact me at:
cowgirl_intraining@yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS
Get Your Surf On
7’0’’ Fun Shape Wooster Surf Board
for sale. Original Art. Call for price
(816) 522-5674

Household Items for Sale
Selling a used washer/dryer set.
Asking $300 obo for set. Also,
bedroom furniture set: 2 nightstands,
5 drawer dresser, and headboard
for queen/full. All are matching,
cherry wood color. Finish is
good, dresser has minor blemish.
Asking $125 for the set. Call Jeff
(386) 290-6937

Moving Sale - Bedroom Furniture
Miscellaneous bedroom furniture
including Bed, bookshelf, mini
chest, night stand and kitchen
utensils for sale. Must Sell by March
22! Willing to work with you for the
best deal. Contact Mirakel Mayoral
(978) 902-6715

Another Moving Sale!
Bed, 2 matching dressers, table
with 4 matching chair, nightstand
with lamp, couch and matching
chair, tv and dvd player for
sale. All in good condition.
Call for price. (816) 522-5674

COMICS
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin
We were all thinking it I was shameless enough to say it.

By Wes Oleszewski

SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Say again, please ...
ACROSS

1 Institution (abbr.)
5 Eye infection
9 Competent
13 Courtship
14 Desert condition
15 Robber
16 Afloat
17 Traffic path
18 Wrathful
19 Walkway between rooms
21 Science program
23 Bullfight cheer
24 Owns
25 Capital of Saudi Arabia
29 Simulator (abbr.)
30 Usually a literary composition that
celebrates heroic feats
32 Professional (abbr.)
33 Helicopter "wings"
36 Angels' headgear
37 Web
38 Computer "button"
39 Subatomic particle that composes of
quark and antiquark
40 Loud burst of laughter
41 A bog or marsh
42 Put pieces of cloth together
43 Sordid
44 Past tense of lie
45 Post traumatic stress disorder
46 School group
47 Secure
49 ___ ___ carte
50 ___ of days
53 Standard golf scores
55 Defamer of a good name
57 Disorderly and dirty
60 Canal, lake
62 A slow paced run
63 Deals with
64 Cheater
65 Therapeutic baths
66 Annoying insect
67 Defeat

Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. All correct entries will
be entered to win a $10 gift certificate to
Barnes & Noble Bookstore. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m.
Good luck!

Last Issue

Distraction after Spring Break
WINNER: Ron Hopson
68 Snaky fish

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
20
22
26
27
28
29

Potato state
Whining voice type
Inscribed pillar
Bluish green
A Muslim form of salutation
What waiters carry
Yang's partner
Paradise
Orderly arrangement
Constrictor snake
Oodles
To get with great effort
Social science
Make a whizzing sound
Constellation
Sleep disorder
Nighttime images
Heatedly
Male offspring

30
31
33
34
35
36
39
40
42
43
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
56
57
58
59
61

Went gently
Slog
Hunting weapon
Large mass of water
Frozen pizza brand
Cuts
Metric linear unit
Pod vegetable
Fine jets of dispersed liquid
___ someone in the back
Hand tool
Defeat unexpectedly
Assumed name
Run away and marry
Asian country
Clothe
Market
Otherwise
Microgram
Long time
Resort hotel
Spanish word for river

